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A B S T R A C T

Minimally Invasive Procedures (MIPs) emerged as an alternative to more invasive surgical approaches, offering
patient benefits such as smaller incisions, less pain, and shorter hospital stay. In one class of MIPs, where
natural body lumens or small incisions are used to access deeper anatomical locations, Flexible Surgical and
Interventional Robots (FSIRs) such as catheters and endoscopes are widely used. Due to their flexible and
compliant nature, FSIRs can be inserted via natural orifices or small incisions, then moved towards hard-
to-reach targets to perform interventional tasks. However, existing FSIRs are confronted with challenges in
sensing, control, and navigation. These issues stem from the robot’s non-linear behavior and the intricate
nature of the lumens, where accurately modeling the complex interactions and disturbances proves to be
exceptionally difficult. The rapid advances in Machine Learning (ML) have facilitated the widespread adoption
of ML techniques in FSIRs. This article provides an overview of these efforts by first introducing a classification
of existing ML algorithms, including traditional ML methods and modern Deep Learning (DL) approaches,
commonly used in FSIRs. Next, the use of ML algorithms is surveyed per sub-domain, namely for perception,
modeling, control, and navigation. Trends, popularity, strengths, and/or limitations of different ML algorithms
are analyzed. The different roles that ML plays among tasks are investigated and described. Finally, discussions
are conducted on the limitations and the prospects of ML in MIPs.
1. Introduction

Minimally Invasive Procedures (MIPs) have revolutionized the field
of surgery since their advent in the 1980s [1]. Small wounds, shorter
recovery time, and improved cosmesis [2], all these benefits favored
the adoption of MIPs with respect to more invasive open surgical
procedures over the past decades. Currently, MIPs are adopted in
different medical specialties, and thence formed different sub-types,
such as natural orifice procedure (e.g. colonoscopy, ureteroscopy),
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endovascular catheterization, and minimally invasive brain surgery [3].
In MIPs, one/multiple small incisions are made, or natural openings are
used to access the body and reach target areas of interest. Commonly,
MIPs’ access port is narrow and the lumen is tortuous, so it is advan-
tageous to use snake-like instruments, such as catheters and flexible
endoscopes, since they can reach deeper areas in the lumen. Currently,
the (steerable) instruments commonly used in clinical practice are
manually controlled. This makes the MIPs highly skill-intensive.
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Fig. 1. An overview of the interactions between ML algorithms, clinicians, and FSIRs in robotically-assisted MIPs. The clinicians can control the FSIRs directly with sensory
feedback or cooperatively with the assistance of ML. The ML can be trained by the data collected from the FSIRs, or by the demonstration data of expert clinicians. To enhance
safety, the clinicians need to supervise the whole workflow when ML is used.
Flexible Surgical and Interventional Robots (FSIRs) have emerged to
overcome the limitations of the current (steerable) clinical instruments
and to make these approaches less complex for clinicians. FSIRs refer
to those snake-like steerable instruments of which one or more of the
degrees of freedom (DOF) can be commanded in a computer-controller
fashion. FSIRs take advantage of headways in different robotic fields:
actuation, sensing, manipulation, and control. Different design and
manufacturing approaches have been used to implement FSIRs, thus
making the structure or embodiments of FSIRs different. In this pa-
per, FSIRs refer to all snake-like robots used for MIPs: single/multi-
backbone ‘‘continuum’’ robots [4], concentric tube robots (CTRs) [5]
also known as concentric tube continuum robots (CTCRs) [6], multi-
joint flexible robots [7], and flexible needles [8]. FSIRs have demon-
strated superiority in accessing hard-to-reach locations in the complex,
soft and tortuous internal environment of the human body [9–11].
Moreover, they could offer a higher level of autonomy, intuitiveness,
and precision than passive flexible instruments [12]. The use of FSIRs
could potentially reduce the mental burden during both challenging
and routine tasks, so that clinicians can devote more attention to
important aspects or other critical tasks.

1.1. Challenges in current FSIR systems

Current FSIRs share some challenges [12], due to both internal
and external factors. Internal factors are determined by the nature
of the flexible instrument itself. Most of the recently proposed FSIRs,
depending on their structure, are hyper-redundant. A hyper-redundant
structure commonly requires a large number of actuators, which further
increases the difficulty of controlling the FSIRs. In addition, several
factors introduce significant nonlinearities in the FSIRs, such as the
intrinsic compliance, viscoelasticity of the manufacturing material, hys-
teretic behavior in actuation methods, as well as friction between
different parts [3]. The nonlinearity of FSIRs means that the system
output does not depends only on the current input, but also on previous
inputs. This phenomenon makes FSIRs hard to model and control. In
clinical scenarios, systematic nonlinearity of FSIRs, if not adequately
compensated, would cause imprecise positioning of the FSIRs. This may
damage the tissues, and potentially increase the risks in MIPs.
2

Concerning external factors, the complex anatomical environment
creates challenges for the FSIRs. In MIPs, the FSIRs have to go through
narrow openings and lumens to reach target positions that locate
deeply inside the human body [10,13]. Even more challenging, MIPs,
either conventional or robot-assisted, are commonly carried out with
a loss of vision and hand-eye coordination, as well as a lack of haptic
feedback. During MIPs, avoiding obstacles or hazardous areas (such as
the cardiac calcification areas), and reducing the unexpected contact
with the lumen walls make the robot path planning and control ex-
tremely challenging. Furthermore, anatomical structures vary among
different gender, age, or race [14], which raises the demands on
FSIRs’ adaptability and generality. Control is further complicated by
the environment being dynamic, and influenced by the physiological
movements, such as heartbeat [15], breathing [16] or blood flow [17].
Another factor that makes control difficult is the compliance and the
deformation of the organs, such as bladder or colon. As a consequence,
FSIRs needs to be more compliant and also respond more dynami-
cally [18]. Managing all these complex aspects simultaneously is very
mentally demanding for a human operator, so the use of FSIRs and
the application of assistance techniques that can support the execution
of MIPs will play a crucial role in improving these interventional
approaches.

1.2. Workflow and tasks of FSIR systems

A typical workflow of robot-assisted surgery could be summarized
by a sequence of three phases: sensing, planning, and acting [19].
These phases correspond to three tasks, i.e., perception, navigation, and
control. These tasks, together with the modeling, constitute the four
primary FSIRs tasks discussed in this work and are visualized in Fig. 1.

The perception capabilities of the FSIR are derived from intra-
operative sensors that are integrated directly into the FSIR, or from
medical imaging systems such as Fluoroscopy, ultrasound, Computed
Tomography (CT), or Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), which are
located externally to the patient. Utilizing the data gathered from
both the onboard sensors and the external imaging systems, the FSIR
can effectively gather critical information about its operational status,
the surrounding anatomical environment, and the progression of the
current task or the overall procedure.
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Table 1
General pros and cons of ML approaches.

Pros Cons

∙ No need to understand the
underlying physics. No simplifications
and assumptions required

∙ Involving more uncertainty due to
the lack of interpretability (cause of
a decision)

∙ Flexible transferability to different
tasks with few expert knowledge

∙ Significant computational resources
required

∙ Increasing the level of autonomy
and cognitive capabilities of a system

∙ Model performance depending
crucially on the quality and amount
of data, or the quality of manual
feature engineering

During the navigation phase, the various information perceived,
ombined with both the task goal and the current status of the pro-
edure, are used by the planner to plan the robot’s motions.

As for the control, the controller computes the commands according
o the previously planned motions from the navigation, and sends them
o the actuators. Accurate modeling of the robot system make the
nput/output relations clear, thus is crucial for control accuracy.

.3. Motivation for machine learning in FSIRs

An increasing number of researchers started investigating ML-based
ethods to overcome the existing challenges in FSIRs. The objective

f ML is to enable a system to gain knowledge by ‘‘learning’’ from
xamples or experience (training data), and then to make predictions
r represent regularities from the acquired knowledge. The learned
nowledge could be used in different tasks, such as recognizing the
idden patterns in data, or generating a mapping between input and
utput, depending on the applications.

In the context of FSIRs, the use of ML methods could avoid compli-
ated modeling and its associated cumbersome parameter identification
rocedures. ML can capture the underlying patterns from data gen-
rated by the system [20]. Additionally, ML-based approaches are
bserved to have good generalization capability, which allows them
o be possibly transferred among different types of robots and differ-
nt anatomical environments [21–23]. ML could potentially increase
he level of autonomy and cognitive capabilities of FSIRs [24]. Con-
equently, applying ML to FSIRs could potentially free the surgeon
r interventionist from routine tasks and allow increased focus on
igher-level tasks such as decision-making. ML-assisted FSIRs could
lso potentially lead to faster execution of routine tasks or lead to
igher precision and smoother flow or trajectories compared to manual
peration by human experts [24]. In the context of the FSIRs, ML
pproaches are generally considered to have pros and cons [24–26]
s shown in Table 1. The roles of ML algorithms, clinicians and the
SIRs are summarized in Fig. 1. The figure shows that data to train
L algorithms could be collected from clinicians (e.g. human motions)

r FSIRs (e.g. actuators’ status, shape and pose of the FSIRs). In recent
ears, the data collected from FSIRs systems has experienced a progres-
ive growth. This has supported the adoption of data-driven approaches
uch as ML. The trained ML algorithms are utilized for perception,
avigation, control, and modeling of the FSIRs. Clinicians may provide
emonstrations for training data [27,28], exert direct control over the
SIRs, supervise the FSIRs [29,30], or collaborate with the FSIRs during
ifferent phases of the MIPs [31]. The FSIRs can alleviate the burden
n clinicians in both mental/cognitive and physical aspects [24].

ML requires distinct training and testing processes. As depicted in
ig. 1, data for training ML models can be gathered while the robot
perates in a "preclinical environment’’. This encompasses various set-
ings, including in-silico, in-vitro, ex-vivo environment, and preclinical
nimal tests. Training may also be continued during or complemented
y data collected during real interventions. Once the model is trained,
t can then be applied in actual surgical or interventional scenarios.
3

Table 2
Abbreviations List of Terminology (in alphabetical order within each ML category)

Category Terminology Abbr.

Deep
Learning
(DL)

Artificial Neural Network ANN
Convolutional Neural Network CNN
Generative Adversarial Network GAN
Long Short-Term Memory LSTM
Multilayer Perceptron MLP
Recurrent Neural Network RNN

Reinforcement
Learning
(RL)

Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient DDPG
Deep Q-Networks DQN
Deep Reinforcement Learning DRL

Traditional
Machine
Learning
(ML)

Gaussian Mixture Model GMM
Gaussian Mixture Regression GMR
Gaussian Process Regression GPR
Hidden Markov Model HMM
k-Nearest Neighbors kNN
k-Nearest Neighbors Regression kNNR
Markov Decision Process MDP
Random Forest RF
Support Vector Machine SVM
Extreme Learning Machine ELM

At this point a continuous assessment is expected to quickly identify
discrepancies. This approach ensures the model is well-prepared and
validated for real-world applications.

1.4. Contributions

Over the past years, some review articles have introduced a specific
aspects of FSIRs related to fabrication [12], actuation [3,9,12,18],
sensing [18], modeling [9,11,12,18], imaging and navigation [10,32],
and control [9,11,12,18]. Specific ML techniques are partially discussed
in some of these reviews, but do not constitute their main contents.
Some other reviews focus on the usage of ML techniques across the
entire surgical robotics field [19,24], while their discussion on the
FSIRs is sparse. ML used in soft robots has been reviewed in [33],
but this work considers generic contexts without a specific link to
clinical applications. Moreover, some of these reviews were published
more than five years ago [9,10,19,24,32]. Given that ML techniques
have gained popularity in recent years, it makes sense to revisit the
conducted works to capture the most recent trends.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no previous review has been
carried out for ML techniques specifically used on FSIRs. This survey
aims to bridge this gap by providing an overview of ML, including
both traditional ML approaches and modern DL approaches, and by
discussing how to leverage ML in various FSIRs tasks. It also addresses
the limitations and perspectives of ML algorithms within the FSIRs
context. The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces ML
techniques and a 2D classification method for classifying all ML tech-
niques; Section 3 describes the search method for bibliographies and
the inclusion criteria; the ML methods used in various FSIRs tasks,
namely perception, modeling, control, and navigation, are summarized,
discussed, and compared in Section 4. Section 5 addresses the current
challenges in ML, and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Introduction to machine learning

ML has emerged as a mainstream aspect of Artificial Intelligence
(AI), characterized by its ability to learn or be trained from data.
This contrasts with other areas of AI, such as Good Old-Fashioned
Artificial Intelligence (GOFAI) [34,35], which predominantly relies on
human-defined rules and logic. ML have demonstrated its capability
to solve complex real-world problems in different domains without
building task-specific models. ML is described as ‘‘programming com-
puters to optimize a performance criterion using example data or past

experience’’ [36]. Current ML algorithms can be divided into three main
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Fig. 2. A Venn diagram of AI techniques applied on FSIRs: ML, comprising traditional ML and DL, is the dominant subdiscipline of AI. One example that belongs to AI but not to
ML is ‘‘Good Old-Fashioned Artificial Intelligence’’ (GOFAI), which relies on rules and logic explicitly programmed by humans and does not involve a learning procedure. Several
specific ML algorithms often used in the FSIRs are also indicated here. Refer to Table 2 for the abbreviations of the different ML algorithms.
categories: supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforce-
ment learning (RL) [37]. Supervised learning learns the mapping from
input data to ground truth (labels) using annotated datasets, while
unsupervised learning learns to discover regularities solely from the
input data. Rather than learning from input data, RL trains an agent
while interacting with the environment using a system of reward and
punishment, thus learning from the agent’s experience [38]. Although
the conventional classification presented is clear and concise, it is not
instructive enough to represent all applications of ML algorithms used
in different tasks of FSIRs with sufficient detail. Thus, we propose
a two-dimensional (2D) classification method (see Fig. 2) for ML, as
this representation may provide an additional perspective on algo-
rithm choice for FSIRs applications. The conventional classification
mentioned above (supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and RL)
is retained as the first dimension in the proposed 2D classification;
however, supervised and unsupervised learning are merged into a
single category. Additionally, in the second dimension, ML algorithms
are divided into two categories: traditional ML and deep learning
approaches.

In this review, traditional ML refers to algorithms that do not rely
on deep Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). This category includes many
algorithms that have been extensively studied over a long period. In the
past decade, the use of deep ANN has significantly advanced the state
of the art in numerous domains, such as visual object detection, natural
language processing, and speech recognition [39]. Recently, DL has
also been adopted by the FSIRs community. Nonetheless, traditional ML
approaches continue to play vital roles in many FSIRs tasks. Therefore,
illustrating the applications of both traditional ML and DL across dif-
ferent tasks is beneficial for algorithm selection. The remainder of this
section elaborates on the two dimensions of our classification method.

2.1. Supervised, unsupervised and reinforcement learning

Supervised and unsupervised methods are unified in the classifica-
tion represented in Fig. 2, even though they constitute two distinct
categories of ML approaches. This choice is motivated by the fact that
4

many ML methods applied in FSIRs can address both supervised and
unsupervised problems, depending on the curated dataset. Supervised
learning requires input data along with its corresponding annotations,
which can be discrete (for classification) or continuous (for regression).
The objective of supervised learning is to discover the mapping between
inputs and labels to accurately predict the correct labels for unseen
input data. Applications of supervised learning on FSIRs includes learn-
ing the kinematics of FSIRs [40], predicting control commands [41],
or the status of FSIRs [42], etc. Unsupervised learning does not need
labeled data since it discovers the patterns or correlations in the data.
Thus, unsupervised learning approaches can be used, for example, to
find feasible trajectories of FSIRs in Learning from Demonstration (LfD)
tasks [43], or to estimate the depth and motion configurations from
the endoscopic image data [44]. The performance of both supervised
and unsupervised approaches is always directly related to the quality of
the training dataset. However, creating a set of high-quality data can
be complex, time-consuming, and human-dependent, especially when
preparing annotations for supervised learning.

The third category of ML approaches, Reinforcement Learning (RL),
is ideal for situations where the autonomous system can continuously
learn from its interactions with the environment through trial-and-
error. RL is designed to learn a policy, i.e., a series of correct actions
that achieve the goal in defined situations [38]. The training process
unfolds as follows: at a specific time, the agent performs an action that
results in a new state of the environment. Following this action, the
agent receives a reward that is pre-defined. The objective of training
is to maximize the cumulative rewards received by the agent. RL has
often been employed in control-related tasks, especially in high-level
control tasks, as the robot can be trained continuously to adapt to the
environment. Its applications in FSIRs are also frequently observed in
tasks such as path planning [45] or generating control commands [46].
Unlike supervised and unsupervised methods, training an agent with RL
does not rely on well-labeled datasets, which are often a prerequisite
for supervised learning algorithms. Instead, it often utilizes a simu-
lated environment where the robot can interact with the environment

numerous times.
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Fig. 3. The comparison between the workflow of traditional ML and DL in supervised
learning tasks.

2.2. Traditional ML vs. Deep learning

As introduced in the previous section, traditional ML comprises a
group of ML algorithms that are not based on deep ANN. In contrast,
DL relies on deep ANN. Optimizing the performance of traditional ML
algorithms often involves considerable effort in feature engineering
(i.e., transforming raw data into informative and representative values
and selecting these values for learning tasks) or applying domain-
specific knowledge to preprocess the training data [47] (see Fig. 3).
With adequate tuning, traditional ML algorithms can perform relatively
well when data is in limited quantities or lower dimensions, such that
the preprocessing and feature selection steps are less demanding, or
when computational resources are limited [48]. Furthermore, certain
traditional ML algorithms, such as linear models and decision trees,
are recognized as interpretable models and are easily understood by
humans due to their straightforward mathematical and statistical foun-
dations. They can also be utilized to explain the workings of other
traditional ML and deep ANN models [49].

The most common traditional ML algorithm employed in FSIRs tasks
is the Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) and Gaussian Mixture Regres-
sion (GMR) approach, according to the statistics shown in Fig. 4. GMM
is based on the assumption that the input data distribution follows a
mixture of multiple Gaussian distributions with their corresponding pa-
rameters [37]. Therefore, GMM could represent the joint density of the
data. For each Gaussian model, its conditional density and regression
function can be derived. GMR utilizes these GMM regression functions
to make predictions for new inputs [50]. The GMM-GMR approach
is often used in LfD tasks on FSIRs [41,43,51–53]. It can extract the
statistical characteristics from noisy demonstration data (i.e., typical
when acquiring data from real FSIRs) and predict continuous control
commands over time [43]. Based on the statistics in Fig. 4, another
popular traditional ML algorithm, the Support Vector Machine (SVM),
is also used in FSIRs to tackle classification tasks [54,55].

DL is implemented based on deep ANN. ANN was inspired by the
idea of mimicking the working principle of the human brain. However,
it is still far from matching the capabilities of human brains at the
current stage. A neuron is the basic computational unit of an ANN,
connected to several inputs and providing outputs. To generate outputs,
a neuron multiplies the inputs by their corresponding weights and then
applies a non-linear activation function. Multiple neurons at the same
level form a layer. When these layers connect with other layers, an ANN
is formed (see ANN in Fig. 3). The input layer of an ANN is responsible
for receiving input data, while the output layer delivers the ANN’s
prediction. The layers located between the input and output layers are
known as hidden layers. Backpropagation was proposed and is used to
train deep ANN [56].

In recent years, rapid advances in storage, computing power, and
advanced software libraries have boosted DL. Hardware advances
allowed a significant reduction of ANN training time, shortening this
factor by 100 times and more [57]. At the same time, the explosion
5

of big data offers the possibility of training ANN from huge datasets.
Moreover, emerging optimization methods (e.g. Adam), activation
functions (e.g. ReLU), and regularization methods (e.g. Dropout) are
also driving the development of DL. In addition, the emergence of
open-source DL libraries (e.g., Tensorflow, Pytorch, Caffe, and Keras)
further support the use and dissemination of DL-based approaches.
All of these factors make DL accessible to researchers with various
backgrounds [58].

DL avoids the need to craft particular features that extract the
essence of the underlying data (see Fig. 3). Feature design is typi-
cally critical in traditional ML models, especially when dealing with
high-dimensional data. Instead, DL tends to recognize such features au-
tomatically during the training by adjusting a large number of ANN pa-
rameters. However, there is still room for improving the interpretability
of DL methods and thus respond to the growing safety concerns when
DL are applied in high-risk contexts such as the medical ones [59].
There are different architectures of ANN among DL algorithms, but only
a limited set has been applied on FSIRs.

According to the statistics presented in Fig. 4a, the Multi-layer
Perceptron (MLP), also known as the Feedforward Neural Network
(FNN), is the most widely used ANN in FSIRs. A reason for the pop-
ularity of MLP is its strong capability to model nonlinear relations
existing in FSIRs such as kinematics/dynamics modeling [40,60,61]. In
addition, MLP adopts a simple architecture, which makes it easy to be
implemented and trained.

CNNs are also often used with FSIRs. CNN is a type of ANN that con-
tains convolutional layers. Convolutional layers contain filters/kernels
used to extract features efficiently from the high-dimensional input
data (e.g., images) by a convolution operation. CNN and its vari-
ants have demonstrated their strong capability to deal with high-
dimensional data. Therefore, they are often used to process visual
cues of FSIRs to achieve visual guidance or predict the current sta-
tus (e.g., tip orientation, distal-end force) using data from multiple
sensors [62–64].

RNN is another category of ANN that is often applied on FSIRs.
Unlike MLP and CNN, which only consider the current inputs during
training, RNN can consider historical inputs to update their ‘‘memory’’
(i.e., hidden states) to influence its current outputs [65]. This structure
allows the RNN to capture sequential information, such as time-series
data from the inputs. Within the FSIRs field, RNNs can be used to
tackle history-dependent phenomena such as hysteresis, or predict the
distal-end status of FSIRs based on proximal information [64,66–68].

Besides the different ANN categories, another area of interest for
FSIRs researchers when considering DL is Deep Reinforcement Learning
(DRL). DRL, as one of the most fast-moving topics of ML in this decade,
is an intersection of DL and RL. DRL is often considered to solve
real-world decision-making tasks and has proved to achieve human-
like intelligence in many games (e.g., Go, Chess, Dota2) [69–71].
ANN plays different roles in different DRL algorithms. For example,
in Deep Q-Networks (DQN) [72], ANN is used as a mapping function
to find the relation between the input actions along with states, and
the reward values. Recent FSIRs researchers employed DRL algorithms
such as DQN and Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) [73] for
trajectory optimization, motion planning, and control of the FSIRs [30,
46,74–76].

3. Method

This review conducts a large-scale literature search using the Scopus
database, the largest abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed
literature [77]. Well-known publishers and databases in the field of
FSIRs, such as IEEE Xplore, Elsevier, and Springer, are all indexed by
Scopus, making it a logical choice for conducting a literature search.

3.1. Automatic retrieval procedure

With the help of the Scopus Search Application Programming In-
terface (API), queries can be composed to automatically retrieve works
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Fig. 4. The popularity of different machine learning algorithms in search results. (A) Proportions of each algorithm in all results. (B) Proportions of each algorithm in different
tasks. *Algorithms include UDQL, SARSA, Q-learning, MDP, MA fuzzy Q-learning, LWPR, K-means, HMM, GAIL, BNN, AutoEncoder, Gaussian Process Regression, Gradient Boosting,
and ANFIS.
Table 3
Keywords for search. The asterisk wildcard symbol* can include the same combination of letters as the base word.

Algorithm AND Characteristics AND System AND Intervention OR Device

machine learning OR flex* OR robot* OR *vascular* OR catheter* OR
deep learning OR continu* OR automat* OR percutaneous* OR *scop* OR
reinforcement learning OR compliant* OR assist* OR cardiac* OR needle OR
learning-based OR soft* OR autonomous OR colono* OR dissect* OR
Hidden Markov OR snake* guide* OR uretero* OR *wire OR
SVM OR gastro* OR grasp* OR
Bayesian OR broncho* OR
Long Short-Term Memory OR
Neural Network* OR
CNN OR
RNN OR
LSTM OR
most relevant to a specific topic. These automated queries were gener-
ated using the Python library pybliometrics. This library sends requests
in the form of a search matrix to the Scopus server [78], which is
detailed in Section 3.2. The scope of the query is limited to the title,
abstract, and keywords of a paper. This method not only eliminates the
need for manual retrieval of relevant works but also prevents duplicate
results. Subsequently, results are manually filtered according to the
selection criteria, which are outlined in Section 3.3. In addition, both
‘‘retrospective’’ and ‘‘prospective’’ methods were adopted to complete
the list of references. The ‘‘retrospective’’ method involves manually
screening the bibliography of publications that were retained after man-
ual filtering. In the ‘‘prospective’’ method, papers citing the shortlisted
publications are also screened and included if they meet our selection
criteria. The final bibliography consists of papers retained after these
operations.

3.2. Search matrix

The search matrix was constructed by combining keywords and en-
riching each keyword with corresponding alternatives. Five keywords
were selected to cover the scope of interest for this literature study:
ML algorithms, structure of robots, system description, interventional
type, and device type. The first keyword ensures that the related
works utilize ML algorithms. The second and third keywords limit the
retrieved literature to the field of FSIRs. The final two keywords narrow
the search to typical medical applications and various types of FSIRs
devices.
6

Two logical operators, AND and OR, were utilized to guide the
Scopus query. The asterisk wildcard symbol was used to broaden the
search by retrieving words with the same combination of letters as the
base word. This approach allowed for the efficient exploration of the
large search space. The employed strategy is believed to cover the vast
majority of pertinent literature on this topic. To examine the search
space maximally, it is essential to include as many keyword alternatives
as possible. However, adding more alternatives can also introduce more
unrelated papers. Therefore, a trade-off was made to limit the list of
alternative keywords to the most relevant ones. The final search matrix,
composed of the final keywords and logical operators, is shown in
Table 3.

3.3. Selection criteria

In principle, the retrieved results should closely align with the scope
of the review paper. However, even if a paper matches the search
matrix well and is related to both ML and FSIRs, it could still be
considered out of scope for this review. Papers are deemed eligible
only if the authors have directly or indirectly applied ML algorithms in
the perception, modeling, control, and navigation of FSIRs. Conversely,
papers focused solely on image processing, even if the images are
collected by FSIRs, are considered out of scope.

Case 1: Publications on ML-based image processing [79–81] using
images obtained by FSIRs are deemed out of scope because they focus
purely on image processing. The information from image processing is
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Table 4
Applications of ML algorithm in the perception task (yellow for traditional ML, green for DL)

Subtask Reference Involved ML
Method

Actuation
Method

Type of
Robot

DoF Input Evaluation task Accuracy

[82] LSTM, MLP Fluidic actu-
ator

CR 2 Resistances of
Kirigami Sensors

Estimate posture parameters of
the robot

RMSE of posture parameters prediction:
1.27 mm (LSTM), 5.6 mm (MLP)

Pose
estimation

[83] MLP / Guidewire / Wavelength shifts
from FBG sensors

Predict tip position Predict the shape of a fiber sensor consisting of five
FBG triplets with less than 6 mm tip error

[20] DL, LSTM Cable-driven CR 2 Wavelength shifts
from FBG sensors

Estimate 3D shape of the CR Mean error of 3D shape estimation: 0.66 mm (DNN),
0.69 mm (LSTM); Mean error of distal end position
estimation: 0.45 mm (DNN), 0.48 mm (LSTM)

[84] DL Fluidic actu-
ator

CR 2 Wavelength shifts
from FBG sensors

Estimate 3D shape of the CR Mean error of 3D shape estimation: 0.24 mm (3D
free-space experiment), 0.49 mm (2D constrained-space
experiments)

[85] GPR Fluidic actu-
ator

CR 2 Robot’s configura-
tion and actuation

Detect contact state and esti-
mate force direction

Contact state estimation: correctly detects the interac-
tions any time they occur (100% success rate); force
direction estimation: the average alignment of estimated
and ground truth force direction is 0.95 (where 1 is
perfectly aligned, and 0 is orthogonal)

Contact
estimation

[86] Gradient Boosting Cable-driven CR 2 Wavelength shifts
from FBG sensors

Detect contact state Contact state estimation: successful detection of colli-
sion with hard and soft obstacles within less than 300
milliseconds.

[87] AutoEncoder Cable-driven CR 2 wavelength shifts
from FBG sensors

Estimate contact stage and
contact location

Estimate contact stage accuracy: 100% (in at most
approximately 1.08 s); Mean contact localization error:
2.3 mm for a 70 mm long CR

[88] CNN Cable-driven Ablation
catheter

2 Optical coherence
tomography
images

Estimate tip contact and orien-
tation stage

Estimate tip contact stage accuracy: 99.96%; Estimate
orientation state accuracy: 92.88%

[89] MLP, ELM Fluidic actu-
ator

Concentric
tube CR

2 Actuation input
signal and current
shape

Estimate tip contact force RMSE of tip contact force estimation: approximately
65 mN
not applied to the perception, modeling, control, and navigation of the
FSIRs.

Case 2: Some works employ ML algorithms for the visual servoing
of FSIRs [55,90,91]. Although ML is utilized in image processing in
these instances, the outputs of the ML algorithms are ultimately used
to control the FSIRs. Therefore, these papers are considered to be within
scope.

4. Machine learning applications

As introduced in Section 1.3, ML approaches are widely used across
all four tasks/phases considered in this work to address the current
challenges of FSIRs (see Fig. 5a) from different perspectives. In the per-
ception phase, ML algorithms can be used to calibrate or model sensors
[20], detect collisions and estimate contact forces with the environment
[86,89,92], reconstruct the FSIRs’s shape [93], or localize the tip [94].
During the navigation phase, ML algorithms generate feasible paths, for
example, based on RL [45], learn motion primitives [23], and optimize
planned trajectories based on human demonstrations [30,95]. In the
control phase, ML algorithms can predict control commands based on
the learned Inverse Kinematics (IK) model [52,96], refine parameters
of IK-based controllers or PID controllers [43,97], and derive control
signals through trial-and-error [46,98]. Refining the information from
both Figs. 4b and 5a, it becomes evident that Control is consistently
the task where ML is most frequently applied, whether analyzing the
total body of literature over the past decade or annually. In modeling,
ML algorithms are utilized for modeling the nonlinearities within the
continuum FSIRs [60,66,99,100], modeling the kinematics/dynamics
[41,101,102], and predicting the distal end status based on proximal
information [64,67]. In some cases, ML algorithms are also applied
across phases to achieve overall control of the robotic system [43].
An overview of the frequency of occurrence of each ML algorithm in
different tasks is provided in Fig. 4.

Regardless of the task considered, since all ML methods are data-
driven approaches, their performance is strongly influenced by the
training data. Therefore, it is essential to pay careful attention to data
collection, which can vary in approach depending on the complexity of
the tasks. In lower-level tasks such as modeling and control, the data is
usually collected directly from proprioceptive sensors that are embed-
ded in the FSIRs [41,52,63] or placed in the environment [99,103]. For
more complex tasks such as navigation, the fusion of proprioceptive and
exteroceptive information [55,104] plays an essential role to estimate
7

Fig. 5. Evolution of frequency of ML, from 2010 until 2022, used in various FSIRs
tasks over the years: (a) the number of publications of each task; (b) count of
publications in terms of the proposed 2D classification: Traditional ML versus DL and
supervised&unsupervised learning versus RL.

the state of FSIRs while considering the interaction between FSIRs and
the environment. In addition, demonstration data from human expert,
animals [105] or even a rigid-link robot [22,106] can be utilized when
teaching the FSIRs to complete high-level tasks.

4.1. Perception

If the configuration e.g., pose, shape, and contact state of the FSIRs
could be measured, this information could be used to facilitate navi-
gation, and control the FSIRs in an accurate and more gentle fashion.
Several methods have been proposed in the literature to improve the
awareness of the FSIRs during the procedure. According to Table 4, DL
methods (MLP, CNN, and Encoder–decoder) are quite popular in the
perception task. Nevertheless, some traditional ML algorithms such as
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Gradient boosting and GPR have also been employed in recent years.
In this section, different ML-based pose/contact estimation methods are
discussed.

4.1.1. Pose estimation
Traditionally, many intraluminal interventions are conducted with

the assistance of fluoroscopy, but the ionizing radiation generated
by fluoroscopy is harmful for both patients and clinicians. Another
limitation of fluoroscopy is that it provides only 2D visualization,
requiring clinicians to mentally correlate the obtained 2D information
of the FSIRs with the patient’s 3D anatomy. Due to these disadvantages,
various sensor modalities have been investigated as alternatives to
the traditional fluoroscopic system. Several ML-based approaches that
utilize information provided by sensors have been developed to track
the pose of the FSIRs in real-time, including position tracking and shape
sensing, during the MIPs.

Distributed sensors are commonly used to sense the shape of the
FSIRs since they do not have the problem of line-of-sight (i.e., it
could work inside the patient body). A framework for 3D shape recon-
struction of a three-segment soft robot using DL with feedback from
proprioceptive sensor skin is described in [82]. The sensor skin was
made out of conductive silicone using kirigami. A novel kinematic
description linking the entire soft robot’s structure to low-dimensional
configuration parameters was also proposed. This work demonstrates
that an LSTM network can learn the relationship between the sensor’s
resistance and the configuration parameters.

Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) is increasingly being used in shape
sensing of FSIRs thanks to its tiny size, bio-compatibility, and safety
(e.g., being free of the risk of electrocution). The traditional FBG-based
shape sensing method starts with calculating the curvature from the
measured wavelength shift of FBG sensors distributed along the fiber
length. The calculated curvature is then integrated to reconstruct the
3D shape of the fiber. One of the major problems in traditional FBG-
based shape sensing methods comes from the inaccuracy in estimating
the curvature from the measured wavelength shifts of FBG sensors.
Several characteristic parameters of the fiber, e.g. strain sensitive co-
efficient, angles between cores and distance between the central and
outer cores, are required to calculate the curvature. However, these
parameters vary due to the assembly process, which requires a com-
plex identification process. To overcome this problem, Manavi et al.
proposed to train an ANN to extract the shape information directly
from the Edge-FBG spectrum [83]. The developed ANN can reconstruct
the shape of a fiber sensor made up of five Edge-FBG triplets with an
error of less than 6 mm at the tip. To further avoid the consequence
of integrating the inaccurate curvatures estimated by traditional FBG-
based shape sensing method, Sefati et al. [20] proposed an ANN-based
method to directly estimate the tip pose of a continuum manipulator
from the measured wavelength shifts of FBG sensors. The continuum
manipulator is modeled as a pseudo-rigid body. Then a constrained
optimization problem is formulated to solve the joint angles of the
continuum manipulator in order to reconstruct the shape. The proposed
ANN-based shape sensing method has improved the shape sensing
accuracy by approximately 58% compared to the traditional FBG based
shape sensing method. However, the method proposed in [20] employs
a computationally intensive optimization process which makes it dif-
ficult to extend to multi-DOF continuum robot. Ha et al. presented
an ANN model that can directly estimate the curvatures at discrete
point along the length of the continuum robot providing the wavelength
shifts measured by the FBG sensors in [84]. The experimental results
show that the presented method in [84] outperforms the traditional
FBG-based shape sensing method that relies on the assumption of fiber
core’s geometry.

Magnetic field based tip pose estimation methods have also received
much interest in clinical applications because it is cost-effective and
does not require direct line-of-sight. A permanent magnet-based local-
8

ization for growing robots was presented in [94]. The growing robot is
a type of continuum robot that achieves locomotion by extending from
their tip. The tracking system includes a permanent magnet integrated
into the robot tip, and an array of magneto-inductive sensors that are
placed underneath the robot to measure the change in the magnetic
field as the robot moves through its workspace. A hybrid strategy
that combines dipole model-based localization with trained ANN was
proposed in this work. This strategy compensates for the measured flux
density of each sensor in order to improve the tip pose estimation
accuracy. The presented hybrid approach achieves a position error
of 4.3 ± 2.3 mm in a 5-degree of freedom (DOF) setting. The hybrid
model improves the position tracking accuracy by approximately 37%
(compared to the model-based localization method) when the magnet
moves at high speed (i.e. 255 mm/s).

4.1.2. Contact estimation
During MIPs, knowledge about the interaction force between FSIRs

and the surrounding environment is desirable, in addition to FSIRs’s
posture. Information on the current contact forces helps improve the
awareness of the clinicians or the autonomous system, which allows
them to make better decisions during navigation. Embedding force sen-
sors on FSIRs to measure either tip force, distributed force, or contact
state is arduous considering the size limitations and the constraints
related to cleaning and sterilization. A model-based component was
presented as an alternative to direct sensing in [85]. The nonlinear
disturbance observer, with corrections learned from data via the ML
method namely Gaussian Process Regressors, can estimate the con-
tact state and force direction. The method in [85] requires only the
knowledge of the robot’s posture and actuation signals. To measure
its efficiency, the normalized scalar product of the estimated force
direction with the ground truth was evaluated. The average alignment
yielded the result of approximately 0.92 (where 1 is perfectly aligned)
with a standard deviation of 0.08. Another approach to estimate the
contact state of a continuum manipulator was proposed in [86]. This
work proposed a trained ANN to directly detect collision from the mea-
sured wavelength shifts of the integrated FBG sensors. Experimental
results demonstrated successful detection of collision with hard and
soft obstacles in less than 300 milliseconds. A data-driven approach
o estimate not only the contact state but also the contact location is
roposed in [87]. The proposed method requires only the measurement
f the curvatures along the length of the robot. In this work, the
urvatures are measured by a multi-core optical fiber embedded in the
entral channel. Experimental results show a mean average localization
rror of 2.3 mm for a 70 mm long flexible robot.

Knowledge of the interaction force is useful not only for safe nav-
gation but also important for tasks that require maintaining contact
etween the FSIRs and tissue over a period of time, such as catheter
blation treatment. Yu et al. proposed a method to estimate the contact
nd orientation based on direct endomyocardial imaging acquired by
ptical coherence tomography [88]. A CNN-based two-stage classifier
as developed to provide an intraprocedural assessment of contact
arameters, achieving the accuracies of 99.96% and 92.88% for con-
act and orientation estimation, respectively. Unlike [85,86,88] which
ainly concentrate on estimating the contact state, [89] developed a

irtual sensor for estimating the tip contact force of concentric tube
ontinuum robots through supervised learning. This work also shows
he usefulness of the transfer learning approach based on deep direct
ascade learning. The deep direct cascade network was pre-trained with
ynthetic data generated by a simulated model of the robot before
raining with real data. The accuracy of 8.471±1.389 mN in tip contact

force estimation was reported in [89]. In [107], a comparative analysis
was conducted between four learning-based techniques and a formerly
validated mechanistic approach for estimating tip force of a catheter.
The results revealed that, upon optimizing the hyperparameters, the
accuracy and precision of the learning-based methods outperformed
that of the mechanistic model.
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Table 5
Applications of ML algorithms in the modeling task (yellow for traditional ML, green for DL and purple for RL)

Subtask Reference Involved ML
Method

Actuation
Method

Type of Robot DoF Modeled
Object

Evaluation task Performance

[61] MLP Simulation Continuum Robot
(CR)

3 IK Trajector following RMSE: ca. 0.18 m and ca. 0.21 m (with last 3 joints
fixed)

[108] MLP Simulation Concentric Tube 5 FK, IK Predicting the tip position,
tube extension and orientation

Mean tip error: 0.2 mm, 0.002 difference (FK); Error
in tube extension: 0.8 mm, errors in tube rotation 0.1◦
(IK)

[40] MLP Cable-driven Concentric Tube 6 FK, IK Predicting the tip position,
tube translation and orienta-
tion

RMSE: 2.3 mm in position, 1.1◦ in orientation
(forward) 4.0 mm in position, 8.3◦ in orientation
(inverse)

[109] MLP Cable-driven Multi-joint 7 FK, IK Predicting the trajectory RMSE: 3.047e−07 (forward) mean absolute error:
1.8e−03 (inverse)

[102] LSTM Cable-driven Multi-joint 7 IK 2D trajectories following Mean tracking error norm: 3.47 mm (Square)
Model Kinemat-
ics/Dynamics

[101] BNN Cable-driven Multi-joint 7 Kinematics,
Dynamics

Predict tip position and motor
torques

Test RMSE: [0.109, 0.145, 0.108]mm (kinematics);
[0.037, 0.050, 0.050, 0.024, 0.025]Nm (dynamics)

[53] [41] GMM,
KNNR

Cable-driven Serpentine manip-
ulator

2 IK 2D trajectories following RMSE: 2.5556 mm (GMR), 2.1527 mm (KNNR)

[96] LWPR Fluid-driven CR 2 IK 3D trajectory following

Mean accuracy:
±2.21◦ and maximum ±7.49◦ ;
±2.49◦ and maximum ±11.03◦ )
with external disturbance

[52] GMM Cable-driven CR 3 FK, IK 3D trajectory following RMSE and standard deviation: 1.379±0.637 mm
(forward), RMSE 1.909±1.067 mm (inverse)

[60] MLP Cable-driven CR 2 Hysteresis Hysteresis modeling Error distribution of 0.11 with 81.8% variability in
hysteresis

[66] LSTM Fluid-driven CR 1 Hysteresis Predict the bending angle with
hysteresis

RMSE: 0.36◦ ; MAE: 1.23◦ ; NRMSE: 1.17%

[100] LSTM, ELM Cable-driven CR 2 Backlash 3D trajector following RMSE: [9.6, 9.1, 9.34]◦ (LSTM); [12.9, 12.6,
12.0]◦ (ELM)

Model Nonlineari-
ties and Hysteresis

[110] CNN Cable-driven Multi-joint 2 Hysteresis Pose estimation with hysteresis Average hysteresis reduction rate of RMSE: 60.24±0.37%
at 𝜃1 and 65.15 ± 0.65% at 𝜃2

[111] MLP Cable-driven Multi-joint 2 Hysteresis Estimate the joint angle of the
robot

Maximum hysteresis sizes for 4 degrees: [4.39±1.0,
7.3±0.9, 8.19±0.9, 12.4±1.5]◦

[99] ELM Cable-driven CR 3 IK Hystere-
sis

2D and 3D trajectories follow-
ing

RMSE: 0.55 mm (2D), 2.03 mm (3D)

[112] ANFIS Cable-driven Adapted commer-
cialized catheter

2 Backlash Path following Mean displacement: 1.997 mm±0.849 mm; Mean
instantaneous velocity: 3.669 × 10−4 mm/sec±10.767
mm/sec

[113] PoWER Cable-driven CR 3 IK, nonlin-
earity

2D trajectories following RMSE after RL refinement: 1.101 mm

[43] PoWER, Lin-
ear Regres-
sion

Cable-driven Serpentine Manip-
ulator

3 IK, nonlin-
earity

Tube insertion and circle
following

Returns of rollout: 0.986 (tube insertion) and 0.981
(circle following)

[103] CNN / Guidewire 2 Force mode Obstacle avoiding Maximum operating forces: 0.24 to 0.79 N
Model Distal-end
force Feedback

[67] LSTM, MLP Cable-driven CR 2 Force Predict force hysteresis Average RMSE: 0.1364 N

[64] CNN, LSTM Cable-driven CR 2 Force Predict force hysteresis Average RMSE: 0.1711 N
4.2. Modeling

Researchers have derived different analytical models that are capa-
ble of describing the robot kinematics or dynamics to control conven-
tional rigid-link robots. However, in the context of FSIRs, these models
tend to be more complex and less precise due to the inherent nonlinear
characteristics of FSIRs. Moreover, the increased number of DoFs of
FSIRs further complicates the development of these analytical models.

The modeling tasks discussed in this subsection pertain to problems
associated with modeling the properties of FSIRs. These properties may
include kinematics, dynamics, or shape/pose, as summarized in Ta-
ble 5. Developing effective and accurate models of these properties can
enhance our understanding and description of FSIRs, thereby improving
control precision and adaptability to various environments.

According to Fig. 4b, MLP is the most widely used algorithm that
accounts for approximately one-third of all the ML algorithms used
in the modeling task. This is due to its strong capability to model
nonlinearities and its ease of implementation. Other DL algorithms such
as LSTM and CNN are also frequently used.

4.2.1. Model kinematics/dynamics
ML algorithms are applied to model the kinematics of FSIRs to avoid

the need for analyzing robots’ physical properties and complex formula-
tions. These algorithms can be easily transferred among different types
of FSIRs, making this a versatile modeling approach. Furthermore, the
ML approach, as a data-driven method, collects training data from
actual robots. This process helps in identifying patterns within the
robotic system, including nonlinear phenomena. This method proves
to be especially beneficial for continuum robots, where nonlinearities
are significant, compared to traditional kinematics/dynamics models.
9

It is important to note that in this subsection, the included articles
focus on modeling the robot kinematics or dynamics for those FSIRs
where nonlinearities are not a primary concern, such as multi-joint
surgical robots [102], CTRs [40], or instances where compensating for
nonlinearities is not highlighted as a key contribution by the authors.

Traditional ML approaches, such as regression and joint probability
density models, have been explored to address the modeling prob-
lem of FSIRs. A study presented in [53] compares GMR and k-NN
regression to learn the IK of a Tendon-Sheath-Mechanism (TSM) robot.
The training data is derived from motor movements and end-effector
states, obtained through human demonstration, paired together. The
study reports average prediction accuracies of 91.2% for GMR and
93.2% for k-NN, considering both actuators in the TSM robot. Further
research by [41] introduced the ELM for comparison. The Root Mean
Square (RMS) errors of GMR, k-NN Regression, and ELM in trajectory
following experiments were 2.5556 mm, 2.1527 mm, and 2.3277 mm,
respectively.

Another study, presented in [96], explores a regression method to
directly estimate the IK of a redundantly actuated fluidics-driven soft
robot. This method trains a global IK model, learned as a weighted
sum of several local inverse models, using Locally Weighted Projection
Regression in real-time. The initial system, based solely on simulated
data, achieved a mean tracking error of ±1.79°. This performance
improved to ±0.90° through online learning. Furthermore, Dynamic
Gaussian Mixture Model [114], a variant of the GMM, was used in [52]
to model both the forward kinematics (FK) and IK of a catheter. This
model processes data on the catheter’s current and next states alongside
the corresponding control actions.

ANN also demonstrates its efficiency to model the kinematics of the
FSIRs. When the FSIRs have higher number of DoFs, DL is especially
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preferred over traditional ML. This trend is observable in Table 5. In
non-clinical applications, non-redundant continuum robots have been
shown to benefit from the use of ANN for modeling kinematics, demon-
strating superior performance compared to conventional methods as
highlighted in previous works [115]. MLP is the most commonly used
model in FSIRs tasks, as evidenced by its popularity across reviewed
articles, as shown in Fig. 4a. A study for CTR is presented in [108],
where MLP was used to learn FK and IK, although it was only tested
in simulations. Another study [40,116] applied MLP to learn FK and IK
for a 6-DoF concentric tube continuum robot, with data collected from
a real-world robotic platform, unlike [108]. The research in [40,116]
stands out for publishing a comprehensive dataset comprising 100,000
joint configurations, each paired with a CTR tip pose, recorded using
an electromagnetic tracking system.

In [61], the IK learning problem for continuum robots was ad-
dressed by carefully selecting and adjusting the training data repre-
sentation. Here, MLP was chosen as the learning method, with data
generated from a simulated kinematic model. The introduction of a
new trigonometric joint description enhanced feature representation
for model learning. This improved the prediction accuracy, with the
FK model achieving less than 2.3 mm in position error and 1.1° in
rientation error. For IK, errors were limited to 4.0 mm for trans-
ation actuators and 8.3° for rotation actuators. Li et al. explored
hree different ANN architectures with varying loss functions to model
he kinematics of the Micro-IGES, a multi-joint tendon-driven flexible
urgical robot [109]. An extension of this work employed LSTM to
odel the Micro-IGES robot’s kinematics [102], demonstrating superior

ontrol accuracy compared to traditional Denavit–Hartenberg models.
urthermore, a Bayesian Neural Network (BNN) was used to learn the
inematics and dynamics of the Micro-IGES robot, offering insights into
he epistemic uncertainties of the learned system [101]. BNN showed
etter resistance to overfitting compared to MLP and outperformed a
seudo-inverse kinematic controller in tip positioning accuracy. How-
ver, a direct comparison between BNN, MLP, and LSTM is necessary
o fully assess BNN’s modeling capabilities.

.2.2. Model nonlinearities and hysteresis
Nonlinearities such as hysteresis, deadzone, and backlash pose sig-

ificant challenges in FSIRs, drawing considerable attention from re-
earchers. Many articles in this section also essentially model the FK
r IK of the FSIRs. However, the nonlinear characteristics of FSIRs
iscussed here are more pronounced and thus recognized as a major ob-
tacle by researchers, unlike the discussions in the previous section. The
ystematic nonlinearities in FSIRs stem from factors like their inherent
oft structure, internal friction, and interactions within segments. These
onlinearities lead to discrepancies between the anticipated movements
f the end effector, based on the actuator motions planned at the
roximal end, and the actual movements executed by the distal part.
his discrepancy challenges the effective control of FSIRs during MIPs.
o understand and model these nonlinear relationships, researchers
ften collect training data from the robot’s movements, which showcase
he nonlinear behavior of the system.

Porto et al. introduced an offline learning strategy using ELM to
odel hysteresis [99]. This approach involves fitting separate ELMs for

he inverse rotation model (angle-motor), inverse radius model (radius-
otor), inverse y-coordinate translation model (Y-coordinate-motor),

nd direct bending model (delta-Y-motor), which are then collectively
sed to determine joint positions. The method was tested through
rajectory following experiments, achieving an RMS error of 2.03 mm
or 3D trajectories. Instead of isolating the causes of nonlinearity, the
uthors in [60] suggested modeling the nonlinear relationship with a
ingle MLP, incorporating variables such as displacement and velocity
f the proximal part and reusing the last output as an input, essentially
mploying a naive RNN approach. However, this method only considers
he most recent state, which may not fully capture hysteresis’s time-
10

ependent nature, where RNNs could offer more effective sequential
data handling. Wu et al. utilized an LSTM network to model the rate-
dependent hysteresis in a fluidics-driven robotic catheter [66], with
training data consisting of air pressure (input) and tip bending angle
(output). The LSTM’s performance was superior to both a state-of-the-
art analytical model, the Deadband Rate-Dependent Prandtl–Ishlinskii
(DRDPI), and the conventional ML method, SVR, in trajectory following
experiments, showing a 60.1% and 36.0% improvement, respectively,
on an arbitrarily varying trajectory. This approach was further de-
veloped in [117] to model hysteresis in 1-DoF bi-directional bending
using LSTM. Yet, these studies focused on modeling hysteresis rather
than its compensation, addressed in later work [118], which proposed
an open-loop controller based on LSTM for controlling and compen-
sating hysteresis in a catheter system. This control-LSTM, used as
a feedforward free-space catheter controller, demonstrated precision
and robustness against severe hysteresis without requiring a separate
inversion step for controller application, unlike many traditional ana-
lytical hysteresis models such as [119]. Similarly, Jiang et al. modeled
the backlash in a two-DoF steerable endoscope using LSTM, which
takes bending angles as input to predict the endoscope’s 4-way back-
lash [100]. To handle nonlinear and delayed responses typical in soft
robots, Chen et al. employs an offline-trained LSTM network con-
troller to manage the nonlinear and delayed responses exhibited by
soft robots. Additionally, an online optimizing kinematics controller is
implemented to reduce the errors introduced by the aforementioned
LSTM controller [120]. This method enhances the interchangeability
of the soft and continuum robots.

Omisore et al. first identified the most significant factors affecting
the backlash gap and then developed a closed-loop control system ca-
pable of automatically compensating for backlash [112]. This compen-
sation is realized through an Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System
(ANFIS) [121] to predict potential backlash and a force modulation
model to monitor contact forces between the catheter tip and vessel
walls. In their in-vitro experiment, the mean absolute deviations of the
input signal, displacement, and instantaneous velocities were 0.849 mm
and 10.767 mm/sec, respectively.

Visual feedback has also been utilized to compensate for the hystere-
sis. A hysteresis compensator that incorporates learning-based pose es-
timation was proposed in [110], employing a siamese CNN for tip pose
estimation. This method adjusts the position command with additional
movement to reduce hysteresis, mimicking the intuitive adjustments
made by clinicians using visual feedback. The approach successfully re-
duced hysteresis by up to 71.4%. Further improvements were achieved
by combining this visual-based method with a kinematic-based joint
angle estimation technique, reducing hysteresis to less than 5◦ for
sheath configurations of 0◦ or 90◦ [111].

Another approach, blending an analytical model with RL, was in-
troduced to address the nonlinearity issue in [43,113]. This method
applies RL to compensate for internal system nonlinearities in a 2-DoF
TSM. Chen et al. features a three-layer approach: motion planning,
IK solver, and RL refinement [43]. Initially, human demonstrations of
teleoperating the TSM are recorded and modeled using GMMs. The TSM
then executes commands generated from GMR, derived from GMMs as
explained in Section 2.2, with end-effector positions recorded to learn
the IK model using linear regression. Notably, the GMM-GMR approach
is highlighted as one of the most popular traditional ML method re-
viewed in the related literature according to Fig. 4a. The final layer
employs a RL algorithm, Policy Learning by Weighting Exploration
with the Returns (PoWER), to refine the IK model based on trajectory
tracking by the TSM, though this refined model was initially validated
only in simulations through a circle drawing experiment. This work was
extended in [113] with real-world evaluations, controlling a serpentine
manipulator to follow various trajectories using the refined IK model.
The RMS errors of the IK model before and after RL refinement were

9.639 mm and 1.101 mm, respectively.
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4.2.3. Model distal-end force feedback
Recognizing the forces exerted on the distal end of FSIRs is crucial

for accurately estimating the current robot state and ensuring the safety
of MIPs procedures [103]. Despite the importance, accurately capturing
force feedback at the distal end is challenging due to sensor placement
limitations and the inherent nonlinearities and hysteresis of FSIRs.
These challenges have led researchers to investigate sensorless methods
for estimating distal-tip forces, which could be leveraged to provide
haptic feedback.

Li et al. explored deep learning techniques to predict the distal
force of TSMs using measurements from the proximal end. They com-
pared LSTM and MLP against traditional model-based methods in tasks
involving tissue manipulation [67]. Additionally, they developed a
two-stage data-driven approach utilizing ANN to predict the dynamic
distal-end force of a flexible robot [64]. In the first stage, data from
probing signals and proximal-end force responses are transformed into
2D images. A CNN classifies these images to estimate the sheath bend-
ing angle. In the second stage, the two most accurate LSTM models,
chosen based on the classification results, make dynamic predictions of
the robot’s distal-end force.

4.3. Control

Control is a crucial aspect of robotics, and the flexible nature of
FSIRs introduces additional complexity due to their higher DOFs and
reduced rigidity, challenging both understanding and controlling these
systems. Developing a control scheme that ensures high accuracy and
dynamic adaptability of FSIRs in various environments is critical for
ensuring surgical safety. This section outlines three control approaches:
feedforward control using models, feedback control, and RL-based
control, as detailed in Table 6. The feedforward control with models
eliminates sensors mounted on the tip of the FSIRs, which is considered
challenging due to the size limitation and sterilization constraints. The
feedforward control can work in some free-space scenarios, such as
inside the heart. However, since open-loop control cannot account for
environmental interactions, it is only effective in limited environments.
On the other hand, feedback control relies on sensors based on various
physical principles ( e.g., visual, electromagnetic, or optical). RL is also
used to train controllers, which translates the high-level commands to
motor skills through robot’s interactions with its environment.

According to Fig. 4b, LSTM is identified as the most utilized al-
gorithm in control tasks. Despite its popularity, LSTM does not over-
whelmingly dominate this area. The cumulative occurrences of the top
four algorithms (LSTM, CNN, DDPG, and GMM-GMR) represent nearly
half of all instances in control tasks. The control task exhibits the widest
diversity of algorithms compared to other tasks, indicating the absence
of a single mainstream algorithm in this domain.

4.3.1. Feed-forward control using models in Section 4.2
In the Modeling section, it is highlighted that ML algorithms are

pivotal in learning the IK model of a FSIRs. The acquired IK model takes
a desired tip trajectory as input and forecasts control commands for
the actuators. With this learned IK model, implementing a feed-forward
controller requires minimal effort.

Several articles reviewed in the prior subsection on modeling kine-
matics have applied feed-forward control to validate their models on
FSIRs [41,53,61,118,125]. These studies incorporated their developed
IK models into the robot’s feed-forward control system and assessed
performance through trajectory tracking experiments. Most validation
experiments were conducted in free-space [41,53,99,101,102,109,113]
because the learned IK models do not account for environmental per-
turbations. This limitation was addressed by [126], which collected
training data both with and without obstacles to train the ANN, en-
hancing efficiency in specific scenarios where the difference in obstacle
placement between training and testing is minimal. However, extend-
ing this method to broader applications significantly increases the need
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for data collection. f
Compared to traditional feed-forward control relying on analytical
models, the data-driven approach is simpler to implement. ML methods
require only the collection of data on the FSIRs, without necessitating a
comprehensive understanding of the system’s intricacies. The collected
data typically encompasses numerous patterns and information that
ML can learn simultaneously. In contrast, analytical models demand
a thorough system understanding, making them more cumbersome to
adapt if the FSIRs’s structure or configuration changes. Additionally,
some factors might be overlooked by analytical models due to their
non-observability, yet their omission can significantly affect control
accuracy.

4.3.2. Feedback control
Analytical or learning-based models for feedforward control may

provide sufficient accuracy for robotic systems operating in open space.
However, their effectiveness diminishes when the robots encounter
external disturbances or interact with the environment, leading to
increased errors. Consequently, relying exclusively on feedforward con-
trol does not facilitate precise control of FSIRs. Incorporating feedback
information about the robot’s current state is crucial for adjusting
control commands to achieve more accurate control.

Visual feedback

Visual feedback from camera offers valuable spatial information for
controlling FSIRs. The camera can be integrated into the distal end
of robots or positioned in the environment to monitor the procedure.
However, as discussed in Section 4.1, external cameras face challenges
with the line-of-sight issue, making them impractical in clinical set-
tings. The controller uses visual feedback to estimate the discrepancy
between the current and desired statuses, then adjusts the actuators to
minimize this gap. For many MIPs, embedding a camera at the tip of
an FSIRs is a prevalent approach, although it is not suitable for cardiac
interventions due to the possibility of the camera being obscured by
blood.

Li et al. introduced the use of RNN in their visual servoing control
scheme, utilizing quadratic programming to manage a flexible endo-
scope within kinematic and physical constraints [90,91]. The RNN
serves as a solver with a finite convergence time, providing a kinematic
model apt for closed-loop control. This visual servoing control scheme,
enhanced by accelerated RNN, was tested in two robotic platform sim-
ulations. The outcomes demonstrated that errors were below 0.2 mm,
and the average computation time for each timestep was under 0.01
seconds.

Besides the potential of visual servoing via RNN, the strong capa-
bility of CNNs for extracting information from images is promising for
assisting with FSIRs control. Authors in [62,127] proposed DL-based
approaches to estimate the pose of a distal camera on the tip of inter-
ventional tools. They demonstrated its potential application in FSIRs
control, which was later realized in a study on robotic fetoscopy by
Ahmad et al. [63]. In [63], a trained CNN is used to predict the relative
orientation of the placental surface from fetoscopy images. The CNN
is integrated into a shared control system consisting of autonomous
control of the flexible distal tip and manual gross motion control by
the operator. The automatic tip control achieved a RMS error of 5.93°.
azo et al. developed a method using CNNs, designed to autonomously
avigate a robot to the central position within the lumen, regardless of
ts initial location [128]. Moreover, Zhao et al. utilized a CNN trained
n surgical images to predict action probabilities for control [103].
o enhance the safety of MIPs, they also trained a second 1D CNN
ith operating forces to recognize force modes. Another approach to

dentifying force states in the closed-loop control of a robotic catheter
s described in [122], where CNN-based identifiers for force and torque
tates were implemented to generate the probability of an abnormal
tate for catheter control. This method reduced the average operating

orce and torque by 20.80% and 14.20%, respectively. Owing to CNN’s
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Table 6
Applications of ML algorithms in the control task (yellow for traditional ML, green for DL and purple for RL).

Subtask Reference Involved ML
Method

Actuation
Method

Type of
Robot

DoF ML Role Real-world
Experi-
ment

Simulated
Experi-
ment

Validation task Results

[101] BNN Cable-driven multi-joint 7 Learn the IK to predict
control signals

✓ ✓ Predict tip position and
motor torques

Test RMSE: [0.109, 0.145, 0.108]
mm (kinematics); [0.037, 0.046, 0.050,
0.023, 0.022] Nm (dynamics)

[109] MLP Cable-driven multi-joint 7 Learn the IK to predict
control signals

✓ × Predict the trajectory RMSE: 3.047e−07

Feed-forward
Control using
models

[102] LSTM Cable-driven multi-joint 7 Learn the IK to predict
control signals

✓ × 2D trajectories following Mean tracking error norm: 3.47 mm
(square trajectories)

[53] [41] GMM, KNNR,
ELM

Cable-driven CR 3 Learn the IK to predict
control signals

✓ × 2D trajectories following RMSE: 2.5556 mm (GMR), 2.1527 mm
(KNNR), 2.3277 mm (ELM)

[99] ELM Cable-driven CR 3 Learn the IK with hys-
teresis to predict control
signals

✓ × 2D 3D trajectories fol-
lowing

RMSE: 0.55 mm (2D), 2.03 mm (3D)

[113] PoWER Cable-driven CR 3 Learn the IK with
nonlinearity to predict
control signals

✓ ✓ 2D trajectories following RMSE after RL refinement: 1.101 mm

[90], [91] RNN Cable-driven multi-joint 4[90],
6[91]

Quadratic programming
solver for the
kinematics-based control

×[90],
✓[91]

✓ Visual servoing Error on 3 axes: < 0.2 mm; aver-
age computing time < 0.01 s [90];
Demonstrated the visual servo control
[91]

[63] CNN Fluidics-
driven

CR 5 Predict the relative ori-
entation of the placental
surface for tip position
control

✓ × Distal tip alignment RMSE: 5.93◦

[103] CNN / Guidewire 2 Recognize the operating
force mode for force
control

✓ × Obstacle avoiding Maximum operating forces: 0.24 to 0.79
N

Feedback
Control

[122] CNN / / / Predict risk probability
from force state and
torque state

✓ × Guidewire cannulation Average operating force and average
operating torque reduced by 20.80% and
14.20%

[96] LWPR Fluidics-
driven

CR 2 Learn the IK to predict
control signals

✓ × 3D trajector following

Mean accuracy:
±2.21◦ and maximum ±7.49◦ ;
±2.49◦ and maximum ±11.03◦

with external disturbance
[52] GMM Cable-driven Commercial

catheter
3 Learn the IK to predict

control signals
✓ ✓ 3D trajector following RMSE and standard deviation:

1.379±0.637 mm in reality; 1.909±1.067
mm in simulation

[54] SVM, MLPa Cable-driven Tendon-
sheath
Mechanism

2 Learn the IK to predict
control signals

✓ × 2D trajectories following Average RMS error: 0.49±0.32 and
0.62±0.36 mm for the slow and fast
speeds

[123] SARSA DC motors multi-joint 1 Learn to generate policy
to move the robot in
colon

✓ × In-vivo colon endoscope RL gave significant better results in over
50% colons compared with fixed input

[98] MA fuzzy Q-
learning

Cable-driven Concentric
tube

2, 3b Learn optimal policy of
each controller

× ✓ Trajectory tracking Correlations between achieved and de-
sired trajectories in ×and Y directions:
95% and 97% (2DOF); 94% and 97%
(3DOF)

Control
with Re-
inforcement
Learning

[46] DQN Cable-driven Commercial
catheter

3 Learn to generate policy
to control the catheter

✓ ✓ Reaching targets Average distance between catheter tip
and target: 4.70±1.59 mm

[74] DDPG Cable-driven Concentric
tube

4, 6,
8b

Learn the control pol-
icy for concentric tube
robots

× ✓ Trajectory following Mean error from 0.31–4.35 mm for
different types of robots tracking 3
trajectories.

[124] DDPG / Concentric
tube

6 Learn the control pol-
icy for concentric tube
robots

× ✓ Trajectory following Mean Cartesian error: 1.29 mm mean
Cartesian error in the IK evaluation;
mean tracking error: 1.37 mm (with
noise)

[97] DQN Cable-driven Commercial
catheter

4 Learn the control pol-
icy for concentric tube
robots

× ✓ Point tracking RMSE: 0.003±0.0058 mm

a Both SVM and MLP play essential roles in [54]. For the convenience of illustration, in this table, cells of [54] are filled with yellow (traditional ML).

Experiments are conducted on robots with different DOFs.
emarkable ability to effectively process various types of data, including
mages and force/torque measurements, CNNs have become a popular
lgorithm and appeared in around 10% of the reviewed articles, as
hown in Fig. 4a.

Traditional ML methods have also been applied to visual feed-
ack control, as seen in [52], where closed-loop positional control
s enhanced with a novel IK model informed by visual cues. This
odel, developed through a dynamic GMM, was validated on 3D square

rajectories, achieving a mean RMSE of 1.379 ±0.637 mm.

Electromagnetic feedback

Electromagnetic Tracking system (EMT) is widely used in FSIRs due
to small size of the probe, which facilitate integration at the FSIRs tip.
EMT directly provide 3D spatial information, making it often utilized
to measure the position and orientation of the FSIRs tip [54,118,129].
12
Different ML approaches are incorporated at various stages of the
FSIRs control schema. In [54], Jolaei et al. developed a learning-based
kinematic control framework for soft tendon-driven catheters. A SVM
algorithm classifies which tendon to drive, and the SVM classification
results are then used by four deep ANNs to determine the desired
length of each tendon. In trajectory following experiments, the system’s
average RMS error was 0.49±0.32 mm and 0.62±0.36 mm for slow
and fast speeds, respectively. Position control is leveraged to facilitate
force control, enabling safer catheter steering. Wu et al. introduced a
DL method that reduces the contact force between the catheter and its
surrounding environment [118,130]. This method relies solely on tip
location measurements provided by the EMT, eliminating the need for
a force sensor at the catheter tip.

4.3.3. Control with reinforcement learning
RL is frequently used to enable robotic systems to find optimal
control policies while interacting with complex environments. In FSIRs
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control, RL has long been a focus of research interest. With the evo-
lution of RL, the algorithms applied in FSIRs have shifted from ba-
sic approaches like Q-learning and SARSA (state–action–reward–state–
action) to more advanced, ANN-enhanced algorithms such as DQN and
DDPG.

An early study by [123] employed Q-learning and SARSA to adjust
the input voltage of motors, determining the speed and direction of
a colon endoscope robot. A positive reward was given for forward
movement of the robot, while penalties were applied to prevent unde-
sired states, such as when torque values become very high, potentially
causing the colon to contort. These methods were tested on six in-vitro
colons, and both algorithms performed better in over 50% of the cases
compared to the traditionally used constant velocity controller.

RL control of robots is typically approached as a single-agent-
environment interaction. However, [98] redefined the control of
tendon-driven manipulators as a multi-agent reinforcement learning
(MARL) problem. In [98], the degrees of freedom (DoF) are considered
equivalent to the number of RL agents. They employed a multi-agent
fuzzy Q-learning algorithm, capable of learning the mapping between
tip positions and the desired trajectory. In their simulation-based
trajectory following experiments, the correlation between achieved
and desired trajectories exceeded 94% for both 2 DoF and 3 DoF
manipulators.

As discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, ANN has emerged as one of the
most utilized approaches in various FSIRs tasks, such as perception and
modeling. Similarly, advancements in DRL, leveraging the development
of ANN, have expanded the range of RL’s applicability in the FSIRs
domain. These algorithms are adept at learning complex MIP tasks
using the clinical data typically available during procedures. However,
the significant increase in computational resources required to train
DRL agents has become a bottleneck for further application.

You et al. employed a dueling DQN algorithm to learn control of
a cardiac ablation catheter tip within a simulated environment [46].
Training incorporated both angiographic images and position data. To
bridge the gap between simulation and reality, random noises were
introduced during training to enhance control accuracy under real-
world experimental conditions. The RL agent achieved an average error
of 4.70±1.59 mm between the catheter tip and the target. In research
conducted by [131], an autonomous controller was developed using
DRL for gentle navigation within a two-dimensional simulation of an
aortic arch. This controller significantly reduced the maximum and
mean contact force exerted on the vessel walls by 43% and 29%, respec-
tively. This approach was further validated using a porcine liver model
in a subsequent study [132], showcasing the autonomously trained
controller’s ability to learn human-like behaviors, such as rotating the
guidewire tip clockwise and counterclockwise, without training on data
generated by physicians.

Iyengar et al. explored the role of additional noise in RL-based
control for CTR, focusing on its impact on exploration [74]. Three
types of noise and CTR configurations (2-tube, 3-tube, and 4-tube)
were examined with the selected RL algorithm, DDPG, which was used
to generate the optimal control policy. This RL-based IK controller
achieved an average extension error of 0.44 mm and a rotation error
of 0.3°. In a follow-up study, the authors of [124] also utilized DDPG to
develop a model-free IK solver for concentric robot control. Compared
to [74], [124] dealt with a longer concentric tube and a more com-
plex model in simulation. Moreover, a goal-based curriculum function
was used to reduce training time. The proposed IK solver attained a
1.29 mm mean Cartesian error in IK evaluation, and a 1.37 mm mean
tracking error in a noise-induced simulation.

In another study [97], a DRL-based approach is utilized to adapt the
PID control gains as the robotic catheter interacts with its environment.
A DQN, enhanced by LSTM, is employed to learn the tuning policies.
This method uses a temporal learning approach to improve sampling
efficiency and update the target network of the DQN between episodes.
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The approach is validated through a simulation experiment aimed
at estimating axial displacements, achieving an RMS error of 0.003
±0.0058 mm, which surpasses other methods(i.e., Ziegler–Nichols sys-
tem and adaptive fuzzy tuning). A reinforcement learning strategy was
adopted in [133] with the objective of learning to mitigate the repulsive
force between the vessel wall and the catheter. This strategy aims
to minimize negative impacts, including vessel perforation, thereby
enhancing the safety and effectiveness of catheter navigation.

4.4. Navigation

Navigation represents a critical phase in medical procedures, where
the interventional tool advances through body lumens or vessels to
reach deeper sections of anatomy [10]. Manual navigation often de-
mands significant concentration from clinicians during device deploy-
ment, while FSIRs with a higher level of autonomy in navigation
can save clinicians’ energy from focusing on meticulous operations
during the navigation phase. This allows clinicians to focus more on
crucial tasks after reaching the intervention site. Nevertheless, au-
tonomous navigation for FSIRs is challenging because the environments
are deformable and dynamic.

As a high-level task, navigation can benefit from efficient percep-
tion, reliable modeling, and precise control. Therefore, some research
work on navigation has partially discussed above topics as well. In this
subsection, we mainly focus on one of the most common navigation
tasks, namely motion planning. Studies in other robotic domains also
indicate that one of the first steps towards autonomous navigation
is implementing motion planning techniques [144]. Motion planning
refers to finding feasible trajectories or actions traversing the area
between a starting state and a goal state while bypassing obstacles and
avoiding unwanted zones. As for MIPs with FSIRs, the kinematic and
geometric limitations of FSIRs also bring constraints to the planning
task.

Table 7 summarizes the publications using ML techniques in the
navigation task. As shown in Table 7, ML applications for FSIRs’s
motion planning are categorized into three broad techniques: Learning
from Demonstration (LfD), RL, and computer-vision-based approaches
for assisting motion planning. Among different ML algorithms ap-
pearing in the navigation task, the GMM-GMR approach is dominant,
as indicated in Fig. 4b. It is mainly used in the LfD paradigm for
motion planning because of its capability to encode the statistical
characteristics from noisy demonstration data, and make predictions of
robotic motions continuously over time. From Fig. 4b, when it comes
to RL approaches, both value-based approaches (e.g., DQN) along with
policy-based approaches (e.g.,DDPG), are popular in practice. In the
following, each of these methods is described referring to their three
categories.

4.4.1. LfD-based navigation
One of the ML approaches commonly adopted to learn human-like

gestures is the LfD paradigm. In LfD, expert demonstrations are used to
generate a feasible task space to automate medical navigation. Statis-
tical models such as GMM and HMM are often adopted to encode the
demonstration data, which can be recorded from distal and proximal
sensors embedded in the FSIRs during manual navigation. Fitted models
can work as a motion planner for FSIRs navigation. The GMM-GMR
approach, which is explained in Section 2.2, is the most commonly used
approach according to Table 7. The Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm is often used to optimize the parameters of GMMs.

Rafii-Tari et al. proposed a learning-based approach for generating
motion trajectories from multiple demonstrations of a catheterization
task [31]. The two-DoF linear and rotational motions produced by
experts at the proximal end of a catheter are recorded during the
catheterization procedure. The demonstration is then modeled with
GMM. Then GMR is derived from the GMM and is applied to generate
optimum motion trajectories for a robotic catheter driver. This method

is able to provide assistance to inexperienced operators. The proposed
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Table 7
Applications of machine learning in the navigation task (yellow for traditional ML, green for DL and purple for RL).

Method Reference Specific Algo-
rithm

Type of Interven-
tions

Model Input Model Out-
put

Local
Motion
Planning

Trajectory
Optimiza-
tion

Learning
Motion
Primitives

Kinematics
Constraints

Real-world
Experiment

Simulated
Experiment

[31] GMM(EM)-
GMR

Endovascular
catheterization

Proximal data from ex-
pert motion

Motions × × ✓ × ✓ ×

[29] HMM(EM) Endovascular
catheterization

Proximal data from ex-
pert motion

Motions × × ✓ ✓ ✓ ×

[95] DMPs Endovascular
catheterization

Proximal and distal data
from expert motion

Trajectories × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ×

[23] GMM(EM)-
GMR

Endovascular
catheterization

Proximal and distal data
from expert motion

Trajectories × ✓ ✓ × ✓ ×

[28] GAIL Endovascular
catheterization

Catheter states, manipu-
lator motions

Motions ✓ × ✓ × ✓ ×

[134] GAIL Neurosurgery Needle states Trajectories ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ × ✓

[27] GMM-GMR Laparoscopy Tip trajectories from ex-
pert

Trajectories × ✓ ✓ ✓ × ✓

LfD [135] DP-Means Laparoscopy Tip trajectories from ex-
pert

Trajectories × ✓ ✓ ✓ × ✓

[21] GMM-GMR MIS Demonstrated
trajectories

Executable
paths

× ✓ × ✓ ✓ ×

[136] GMM-GMR MIS Demonstrated
trajectories

Motor
trajectories

× × ✓ × ✓ ×

[51] GMM-GMR Keyhole surgery Demonstrated
trajectories

Executable
paths

× ✓ × ✓ ✓ ×

[106], [22] GMM-GMR Laparoscopy Contexts/phases of the
task

Motions × × ✓ ✓ × ✓

[137],
[106]

GMM-GMR Laparoscopy Octopus movements Motions × × ✓ ✓ × ✓

[138] Q-learning Endovascular
catheterization

2D mesh Motions ✓ × × × × ✓

[75] DQN, DDPG Endovascular
catheterization

Reward function Motions ✓ × × × ✓ ✓

[139] DDPG Endovascular
catheterization

Catheter states (posi-
tions) of current and
past, motions of past

Motions ✓ × × × ✓ ✓

[140] DQN Transoral endotra-
cheal

Simulated images Motions ✓ × × × × ✓

[46] DQN Endovascular
catheterization

Position data and video Motions ✓ × × × ✓ ✓

RL [45] GA3C Neurosurgery MRI images Trajectories × ✓ × ✓ × ✓

[17] DQN Endovascular
catheterization

Motion control
commands from
demonstrations

Motions ✓ × × × ✓ ×

[141] MDP Flexible needle in-
sertion

CT images Trajectories × ✓ × × ✓ ✓

[30] UDQL Flexible needle in-
sertion

CT images Trajectories × ✓ × × ✓ ✓

[142] DQN Flexible needle in-
sertion

CT images Trajectories × ✓ × × × ✓

[143] A3C Endovascular
catheterization

Aortic arch model Trajectories × ✓ × × × ✓

[55] K-means and
SVM

Intracardiac
catheterization

Images from tip camera Type of tis-
sue

✓ × × ✓ ✓ ✓

Others [62,104] CNN Bronchoscopy in
the lungs

Simulated images Airway
characteris-
tics

× × × × ✓ ✓

[103] CNN Endovascular
catheterization

Motions, operating force,
simulated X-ray images

(Probability
of) motions

✓ × × × ✓ ×
collaborative scheme comprises manual guidewire manipulation by the
operator and automated catheter movements by the robot in a cooper-
ative phase-by-phase manner. The same authors also proposed another
cooperative framework for robotic endovascular catheterization using
HMM [29]. They extended their LfD approach by decomposing the
procedure into a set of primitive motions and learned the model of each
primitive using HMMs. The higher-level structure of the target task is
learned by a higher abstraction level HMM. The trained models are
applied to generate a sequence of motions, detect operator input and
predict future movements. The predicted movements during catheter
navigation are displayed in a supervision interface. From the interface,
the operator monitors the current and the generated following motion
of the robot, and decides whether to correct the motion.

However, anatomies of different patients could vary in terms of
anatomical dimensions and relative positioning, which is not consid-
ered in previously discussed works [29,31], but studied in a subsequent
study [23]. This work applied a non-rigid registration method to find
the warping function that maps demonstration trajectories to other
anatomical models. The robot trajectories are generated by the learned
motion model from the remapped trajectories. The proposed trajectory
optimization and navigation method are verified in both in-silico and
14

ex-vivo experiments.
The authors of [95] exploited a model-free algorithm, i.e., policy
improvement with path integrals, for motion trajectory optimization.
Human demonstrations of endovascular catheterization with a 2-DOF
catheter and a 1-DOF guidewire are collected and modeled by Dynam-
ical Movement Primitives (DMPs). DMPs are then used to initialize
the policy for training. Compared with manual operation, the obtained
agent improved path length, speed, maximum acceleration and distance
between catheter tip motion trajectories and vessel centerlines. This
method leads to less contact force than manual and robot-assisted
operations without LfD.

As a related study of [23,31,95], Chi et al. [28] proposed Generative
Adversarial Imitation Learning (GAIL) to achieve an automated robot-
assisted endovascular catheterization on two major branches of the
aortic arch, namely the brachiocephalic artery (BCA) and left common
carotid artery (LCCA). GAIL is trained from expert demonstration and
generates the policy for BCA cannulation. The generated policy from
GAIL is reused and refined by Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) for
LCCA cannulation. The proposed agent’s cannulation success rate is
94.4% on BCA and 88.9% on LCCA. Another work [145] also chose
GAIL to train a steerable catheter in a 3D neurosurgical simulator.
Its results demonstrate that the GAIL method is fast and can securely
steer flexible catheters with high accuracy and robustness. In their

later paper [134], similar to [28], PPO is combined with GAIL to
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provide intra-operative path planning for motion control. Based on
this approach, they proposed a path planning framework for steerable
needles used in neurosurgery. This framework can achieve an average
targeting error of 1.34 mm in position and 3.16 degrees in orientation
in simulation. Building upon similar methodologies, the Curriculum
Generative Adversarial Imitation Learning (C-GAIL) approach, a sophis-
ticated learning from demonstration method, has been utilized to create
navigation paths for robotic catheters during endovascular interven-
tions. A distinctive aspect of C-GAIL is its consideration of the dynamic
interactions between steerable catheters and vessel walls, along with
the vessels’ deformable characteristics. This path planning algorithm’s
effectiveness was demonstrated through trajectory following experi-
ments, as detailed in [146] and [147]. Zhang et al. employed GAIL
to identify the optimized pre-operative path for structural intervention
cardiology [148]. The in-vitro experiments demonstrated an average
tracking error of approximately 1 mm in the x, y, and z directions.

The work in [27] proposed an algorithm using the LfD paradigm
to learn the feasible trajectories for a soft flexible robot. The learned
information is encoded by GMM and could be extracted as possible
trajectories by GMR. The variability of learned trajectories helps to
keep the tip moving along the optimal trajectory while adjusting the
robot shape in case of unexpected collisions with organs. In their later
study [135], by introducing Dirichlet Process(DP)-Means algorithm for
online clustering, the proposed approach is extended into an online
learning algorithm that produces a statistical model of the natural
movements of the surgeon during the task and determines a controller
in the null space.

Another two works [21,136] also took a similar LfD approach
with GMM-GMR as what did in [27,31] to learn the trajectories of
the tendon-driven serpentine manipulator. In [21], the GMM-GMR
approach is used to learn the reaching and targeting skills from the
human demonstrations and plan motion trajectories for an IK-based
controller to reproduce behaviors automatically. However, Xu et al.
proposed to learn the motor commands directly without relying on
an IK model [136]. In addition, results from GMR are used as labeled
training data for Locally Weighted Regression to retrieve task-specific
models for online control. GMM-GMR approach is also applied on a
multiple-segment flexible robots, as shown in [51]. Similar to [21],
in [51], GMM-GMR is only supposed to produce the executable trajec-
tories, while the control is based on the analytical kinematics model of
the robot.

For a surgical robot called STIFF-FLOP, a control scheme is designed
by learning context-reward mapping from demonstration with the help
of GMM-GMR. Then the GMM-GMR was used to refine a context-action
mapping by EM [22,106]. Besides standard experiments on tip steering,
an experiment mimicking a surgical scenario is performed by the robot.
In this experiment, the surgeon is in charge of the tip steering while
the robot is controlled to move its body around a spherical space.
This experiment displayed its ability to exploit the robot kinematic
redundancy and avoid the defined area. Follow-up studies [137] used a
similar approach. They proposed to transfer skills from octopus motions
to a STIFF-FLOP robot. Motion primitives are extracted from octopus’
movements and modeled by GMM, and mapped to the STIFF-FLOP
robot by GMR. They also designed a self-refinement algorithm to opti-
mize GMM parameters based on iterative reward-weighted regression
rather than the common EM-based approach.

4.4.2. RL-based navigation
In RL, an agent learns to maximize a specific reward function by

taking actions and observing the interaction with the environment.
Researchers adopted RL algorithms to tackle endovascular navigation
in model-free approaches. Model-free approaches are commonly used
RL methods that can be widely applied to different environments since
they learn the optimal policy without estimating the dynamics of the
environment [149]. A RL algorithm is proposed in [138] based on Q-
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learning to achieve navigation with a robotic catheter on two different
simulated 2D aorta meshes. The learned navigation policy on the first
mesh is used as a policy initialization for the second mesh.

Navigation is also performed with DRL, which benefits from the
capability of ANN. An application of DQN [46] in cardiovascular
intervention is already introduced in Section 4.3, and the navigation
experiment is a showcase for their proposed control algorithm. A
high success rate of 87% for the translation from a simulator to a
real robotic system is reported in [46]. Other studies for coronary
intervention are presented in [17,150]. In [17], a guidewire navigation
framework for coronary interventions is proposed based on a DRL
algorithm Rainbow [151], which improves DQN by combining multiple
techniques. The authors also made improvements by optimizing the
replay memory of DQN, setting a focus window, and utilizing segment-
wise training and transfer learning. The framework was validated with
a 2D coronary phantom and a 3D artery phantom with fluid flow. The
final success rate of the guidewire navigation to the main target is
98% in both 2D and 3D phantoms. The DQN introduced in [150] is
employed from stable RL implementations as described in [152]. Meng
et al. implemented a DRL algorithm, namely Asynchronous Advantage
Actor Critic (A3C), to learn the autonomous navigation into a virtual
model of the aortic arch [143,153]. The in-silico experimental results
demonstrated that the automatic insertion has shorter operation time
and less contact force, compared with manual operation.

Cho et al. [154] proposed an approach that combines between
behavior cloning and DDPG for navigating a guidewire within blood
vessels. This integrated approach proved advantageous by significantly
reducing the required training time. In [75], the authors compared the
performance of robotic catheter navigation via two DRL approaches,
DQN and DDPG, and explored the different converging speeds of sev-
eral DDPG variations while training in the simulated environment.
However, the robustness is still doubtful considering the simplicity of
the test bench. Later in [139], they navigated a guidewire in a rigid
two-dimensional vascular phantom, which is more complex and closer
to the geometries of human vessels, compared with their previous work.
DDPG with hindsight experience replay controls the guidewire and is
trained in the simulation environment. The agent takes current and past
catheter states (tip positions) and previous motions as input and outputs
the next-step motion consisting of translation and rotation commands.

Works emerging with RL methods in other clinical applications are
studied as well. A navigation policy based on DQN that utilizes images
from a monocular camera mounted on the tip of a snake robot for
tracheotomy is developed in [140]. The system is said to serve as an
assistive device for clinicians to perform endoscopic intubation with
minimal human input.

Besides applying catheters or concentric tubes working in the lu-
men, RL has also been applied to flexible needle insertion. In [30], the
path planning and motion planning for steerable needles are conducted
in a human-supervised way using Universal Distributional Q-learning
(UDQL) to learn the steering policy. The UDQL agent is trained in
simulated 2D and 3D environments, and can perform multi-target
insertions through one single insertion point with the help of hindsight
experience replay. The model could output a value distribution showing
the risks. Experts could update the model based on their evaluation of
value distribution manually to perform transfer learning. The proposed
approach performed better than the deep double Q-learning network,
which is a variant of DQN, in terms of steering accuracy and avoidance
probability. In their previous work [141], which is not based on RL but
on MDP, they proposed a robust path planning algorithm to provide se-
cure and optimal motion planning. The steering problem is formulated
in an MDP approach considering uncertainties as variables following
unknown distributions. The proposed method outperforms the tradi-
tional MDPs in success rate and avoidance probability. In [142], the
authors used DQN to learn a 2-DOF flexible needle insertion. Rewards
are set by the distance between the target and needle tip, and a
penalty is set for unexpected collision with other tissues. The GPU-

based A3C algorithm (GA3C) is also applied to plan paths for a steerable
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needle in [45]. It provides the optimal trajectories in terms of obstacle
clearance and kinematic constraints. The results showed state-of-the-
art performances in terms of obstacle avoidance, trajectory smoothness
and computational time. Kumar et al. [155] utilized DDPG model
to generate paths for flexible needles in keyhole neurosurgery. The
results of the in-silico experiments demonstrated that the DDPG model
outperformed the RRT* algorithm by producing trajectories that were
both smoother and shorter. Hu et al. [156] proposed a Double Deep
Q-learning Network (DDQN) for obtaining the optimal path for flexible
needle puncture. The DDQN method represents an enhancement over
the traditional DQN by exhibiting superior learning efficiency.

4.4.3. Other methods
In many clinical scenarios, a camera is attached at the distal end of

the flexible robots, sending back real-time visual information of the cur-
rent state. Navigation could be achieved by utilizing visual feedback.
These methods are classified as computer vision-based navigation.

Fagogenis et al. proposed a wall-following algorithm for naviga-
tion using only visual guidance [55]. K-means and SVM classifiers
for images are fully trained on a small set of images. The obtained
classifiers can distinguish between blood or ventricular walls and the
bioprosthetic aortic valve. Depending on the type of tissue that the
FSIRs is contacting, they can switch between two navigation modes to
complete complex clinical tasks.

Besides SVM classifiers, ANNs, especially CNNs, are also widely used
in visual guidance for FSIRs navigation. Developments in CNN architec-
tures have enabled the real-time localization of the bronchoscope using
video from a distal end camera. This advancement has facilitated the
implementation of closed-loop control systems with visual guidance, as
demonstrated in the studies conducted by Sganga et al. [62,104]. The
CNNs are trained to produce features of visible airways, which are then
fed to the motion controller of the robotic bronchoscope to generate
the desired trajectory from a list of planned airways. With the proposed
navigation method, the robot successfully reached the target in the lung
in 19 out of 20 trials. Another DL approach utilizing CNNs to navigate
an endovascular robot makes use of images of the current clinical state
from X-rays. In [103], Zhao et al. proposed a CNN-based framework
that considers both simulated X-ray images from an external camera
and internal operating force to make decisions collaboratively during
navigation. Demonstration data consisting of operating actions, operat-
ing force, and medical state images are collected to train two CNNs: a
2D CNN trained by medical images to predict action probability and a
1D CNN trained by operating forces to recognize the force mode. This
navigation framework achieved a success rate above 84% on a mixture
of data from two cases.

5. Discussions

The ML approaches have been successfully applied in FSIRs tasks
involving perception [20,82,85], modeling [40,41,53,66], control [52,
90,98,103], and semi-autonomous/autonomous navigation [23,28,31,
55]. Fig. 5a reflects the frequency of papers related to FSIRs using ML
techniques by year, showing a steady increase with a peak in 2019.
Furthermore, the areas where ML methods are most commonly applied
are control and navigation. Fig. 5b summarizes the exploitations for
the four categories of ML approaches. The usage of traditional ML
algorithms is observed to vary from year to year, maintaining a stable
presence from 2013 to 2020. However, after 2020, the frequency of
use of traditional ML methods began to decline. This stable presence
of traditional ML techniques may be related to the fact that traditional
ML approaches remain the most suitable choices when working with
small datasets, which are very common in the FSIR context, where
DL techniques cannot be trained effectively. The application of DL has
experienced rapid growth since 2017, a trend that has persisted through
2022. This growth aligns with trends in other scientific fields and is
attributed to the DL boom initiated by AlphaGo in 2016. In addition,
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the increased accessibility of open source DL libraries (e.g., Tensorflow,
first released in November 2015, and Pytorch, first released in Septem-
ber 2016) has fed this booming trend. As can be seen in Fig. 5b, the
use of RL have also increased from 2017 onward. Since 2017, 20 out
of 27 RL-relevant articles have utilized DL techniques. The DRL has
benefited from the growth in ANN. Despite the aforementioned growth
in popularity, applying various ML methods to FSIRs still encounters
some common limitations and challenges. We aim to discuss these
common hindrances, as identified in the reviewed literature, along with
some open issues that have not been frequently mentioned in recent
research.

Performance gaps among in-silico, in-vitro experiment and in-vivo test

A well-accepted procedure for validating algorithms on medical
robots involves initially testing the robotic functionality in computer-
based simulators and bench-top synthetic phantoms before conducting
in-vivo animal or human trials [46,61,89]. This step is crucial for
clinical applications, where safety, ethical, and legal guidelines must
be considered.

However, the discrepancies between simulated and in-vitro environ-
ments, often referred to as the ‘‘reality gap,’’ can lead to shortcomings
or performance decay when an ML model trained on simulated data
is deployed in a bench-top environment. These differences stem from
modeling errors, as it is highly challenging to accurately model con-
tact forces, friction, tool-tissue interaction, sensor noise, and lighting
conditions. These challenges contribute to the performance decay of
ML methods when the training and testing environments differ. Con-
sequently, creating surgical simulations has become a widely studied
topic in the literature, necessitating realistic and real-time modeling
of soft tissue responses to tool-tissue interactions, as well as realistic
rendering [157].

Various studies have attempted to solve the reality gap by intro-
ducing perturbances in the environment or focus on domain random-
ization [158]. Domain randomization techniques try to generate large
volumes of simulation data by considering the sim-to-real differences
in a virtual environment [159,160]. In the reviewed works of FSIRs,
randomized noises are added to the simulation environment, so as to
make the simulated experiment more complicated and realistic [27,
46,74,95]. Another solution is generating synthetic data that are close
to real data. Some recent works have used Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs) to construct a mapping between simulated and real
domains, then to create synthetic data, such as [111,161,162].

One can expect that another gap exists between bench-top and
in-vivo experiments. Here, bench-top experiments refer to those us-
ing either synthetic phantoms or ex-vivo tissues. This gap has been
less reported, partly because there have been few studies applying
ML techniques in in-vivo experiments [55,123]. In-vivo environments
are considered more complicated due to the robot’s interaction with
various body fluids and soft tissues. Another challenge arises from phys-
iological movements, such as breathing and heartbeat, which render
in-vivo environments dynamic. Thus, maintaining precise control of
robots is more challenging in in-vivo settings.

Limited interpretability of ML algorithms

In Section 1 and Section 2, the interpretability of ML and some inter-
pretable ML models are described. However, the limited interpretability
of the ML algorithms are not yet discussed. Interpretability is defined
as ‘‘the degree to which a human can understand the cause of a decision’’
[163]. A ML model characterized by a straightforward mathematical
or statistical expression, such as a linear regression model, typically
offers enhanced comprehensibility regarding its predictive or decision-
making processes. In contrast, this level of interpretability is often not
present in more complex models such as ANN, where the intricate inter-
play of numerous parameters and non-linear transformations makes the
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rationale behind predictions or decisions less transparent. The limited
interpretability of ANN raises safety concerns on the application of this
technique on FSIRs. ANN is often viewed as a ‘‘black-box’’ because
it is difficult for a human to follow the data stream from the raw
input to the network output. In addition, the knowledge that ANN
learns is stored in hidden layers. The parameters of an ANN such as
weights and biases that a human can directly observe do not contain
any physical meaning. This information are thus too complex for a
human to interpret. Therefore, the use of ANN with FSIRs may raise
doubts on reliability and acceptability issues for clinicians.

The growing interest in Explainable AI (XAI) [164] reflects a trend
towards enhancing model interpretability. One could use inherently
interpretable models such as Linear Regression or Decision Trees [163]
as their mathematical foundations are clear and some of their pa-
rameters have direct physical meanings that are easily relatable to
the features in the data. An alternative approach involves employing
model-agnostic interpretative techniques [165], which provide insights
into the rationale behind a model’s predictions. Increasingly powerful
visualization methods are developed to increase the intuitiveness of
understanding what happens inside the AI. For instance, t-distributed
Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) [166] helps the data inter-
pretation by revealing underlying patterns and relationships within
the data. Partial Dependence Plots [167] and Individual Conditional
Expectation Plots [168] play a crucial role in visualizing the influence
of input features on predictions. Furthermore, saliency maps [169]
are invaluable for interpreting ANN in vision-related tasks, as they
highlight specific regions or features in the input data that significantly
impact the model’s output. Ablation study has also been used when
applying ANNs-based algorithms on the FSIRs [60,118]. Through an
ablation study, one can determine the contributions of each part in
an ML algorithm to the overall performance, or justify the selection of
the ANN hyperparameters. For a more comprehensive understanding of
XAI methods applicable to black-box ML models, please refer to [49].

The limited interpretability of ML algorithms also increases the
uncertainties of an FSIRs system. In safety-critical areas such as MIPs, it
is crucial to adhere to high safety standards as errors in robotic control
can lead to hazardous situations [170]. However, it is difficult to guar-
antee safety in all circumstances when dealing with complex computer-
controlled systems such as FSIRs [171], especially when ML techniques
are incorporated (even experienced surgeons or interventionists are not
flawless).

Due to the uncertainties involved in ML models, providing guaran-
tees of safe behavior in a trained model is highly challenging [172].
To mitigate the risks caused by uncertainties, recent regulatory mea-
sures in the high-risk category, such as surgical robots, are directed
towards involving human supervision [170]. Hence, systems integrat-
ing ML techniques may consider including humans in the loop in
earlier designing phases [170], which could further enable shared
control. The human-involved shared control can be done by, e.g., vi-
sualization in real-time of the system’s status or predictive display of
future actions the system intends to pursue before actually executing
those actions [173]. It is also possible to evaluate the risk of future
actions by algorithms and manage the risk with human supervision,
as implemented in [30]. Another example of shared control is that
manual and autonomous control are switched in different phases of
the MIPs, depending on the complexity of the tasks [31]. Moreover,
some studies have proposed safe-reinforcement learning using formal
verification methods for robot-assisted MIPs [174]. Other techniques
for safe-reinforcement learning that have not yet been applied in the
surgical domain are reviewed in [175].

Data issues

In terms of data collection, unlike image recognition or natural
language processing, where huge labeled data sets are open to the
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public, medical data for FSIRs research, such as endoscopic images, is
typically limited in size. It is often difficult for researchers to collect
more clinical data from external data centers because sharing medical
data still has privacy concerns. As an attractive solution to overcome
the shortage of medical data, federated learning has been embraced by
the medical image community. Federated learning utilizes data from
individual data sites to train a global model without sharing the data
directly, so as to improve the robustness and performance of the global
model while protecting data privacy.

Another problem is the bias in data because surgical specialties and
employed instruments may be quite dependent on the center where
data was gathered. Data lacking the variability across centers may
result in potentially ill-suited systems and misdiagnoses [176]. For
instance, in the clinical studies of [176], excluding data of African-
Americans led to the misclassification of some patients as pathogenic.
In practice, to enrich training data for ML, artificially manufacturing
synthetic data has been adopted in clinical studies [177]. In the context
of FSIRs, synthetic data is often used to enlarge datasets with real
sensor data [63,111,162]. However, creating assessment criteria for
objectively evaluating synthetic data is still an open question [178].

Different vision between engineers and clinicians

Yet another problem is the difference between metrics of algorithms
and clinical needs. Researchers may be excited to see ML model per-
formance metrics improve, but this does not necessarily result in an
improved clinical outcome, which matters for clinicians (and patients).
From the clinicians’ perspective, performance of ML algorithms may not
be the most convincing factor to use ML. Sometimes the improvements
in performance metrics are at the expense of changing the clinicians’
customs. Clinicians may also have concerns about the applicability of
ML algorithms in complex clinical applications. ML algorithms’ ability
to justify its outputs and help clinicians understand the output has
been generally believed to be crucial to establish clinicians’ trust in
ML [179]. To eliminate barriers in vision, researchers have to collab-
orate more closely with clinicians and evaluate the results from the
clinician’s perspective from bench-top to in-vivo experiments.

Ethical and liability aspects

The use of ML algorithms with FSIRs is not only a problem for
researchers but also requires a broader discussion from an ethical
and liability viewpoint. From the ethical side, informed consent is
a principle in healthcare, but it could be a challenge when ML is
involved in clinical practice. As we discussed before, due to the limited
interpretability of some ML algorithms, clinicians may feel hard to
understand the reason for ML’s outputs, let alone inform and educate
the patients about the complexity of ML used by the devices. In addi-
tion, liability for ML-involved clinical devices such as FSIRs is another
challenge. Who will be liable if a FSIRs with deployed ML algorithms
makes a mistake? More existing ethical and legal challenges have been
discussed in the larger context of AI in healthcare by [59].

6. Conclusions

This article reviews and discusses current applications and research
activities of ML algorithms in the context of FSIRs. ML has played
an increasingly important role in various tasks of FSIRs, such as per-
ception, modeling, control, and navigation. From the perspective of
interventional tasks, this article aims to outline the broad landscape,
illustrating how different ML algorithms are becoming popular in var-
ious scenarios. This provides a clear indication of how advances in ML
could enhance the application of FSIRs in clinical procedures. From the
perspective of ML algorithms, readers can gain insights into the func-
tionalities that ML can perform. This can assist researchers in selecting
algorithms when considering ML as an alternative to conventional

analytical methods in FSIRs tasks. Additionally, this paper describes an
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analysis of the workflow among ML algorithms, clinicians, and FSIRs.
Clinicians can focus on high-level tasks when working with ML-based
FSIRs, while expert demonstrations may help ML algorithms learn skills
from clinicians, thereby improving the level of autonomy of FSIRs. In
this manner, FSIRs has the potential to become more intelligent over
time with the use of ML.

Advances of autonomy in FSIRs still face challenges due to the
limitations of ML and clinical factors. Much work is needed before
these techniques can be used in real clinical practice. As a matter of
fact, the validation of the vast majority of the works presented in this
review only took place in in-vitro experiments. Also, some popular ML
algorithms often behave as ‘‘black boxes’’, indicating that there is still
a considerable journey ahead in enhancing the interpretability of ML.
Data of high quality is always substantial to train ML models, yet it is
not easily accessible and challenging to synthesize. Moreover, this is
likely to be crucial if one wants to convince the developers but, more
importantly, the clinicians to put their trust in said ML algorithms.
Enhancing interpretability is also essential for building trust in ML,
thereby facilitating its better utilization and the adoption of FSIRs
supported by ML in clinical practice.
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